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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 This study covers a research within the area of writing difficulties in the EFL 
Classroom. This research project aims to give a look at writing professors’ attitudes and 
reactions towards working with writing difficulties when teaching Composition. The data 
for this study was collected through the mixed methods (qualitative and quantitative 
method.) Therefore, face to face interviews and a written questionnaire were applied to get 
the data.  The informants who participated in this study were students of the subject, 
English Composition II, from groups 1, 2, 3 and 4  and professors of the previous groups 
from the Foreign Language Department at the University of El Salvador, semester-1 2018. 
The surveys (interviews) were conducted during the informants’ lessons and also in the 
professors´ offices.  The study presents that the professors feel that it is challenging to work 
with students who have writing difficulties, since those students might be unmotivated, 
lacking of misspelling problems, deficiencies in grammar, vocabulary, punctuation, when 
using cohesive devices and capitalization. However, the informants believe that teachers 
need to motivate their students to write more, use peer assessment, give feedback to the 
students that might have difficulties at the moment of writing a paragraph or an essay in 
order to achieve development, good essays, academic papers or good grades.  
 Moreover, the study shows that professors do not use any specific method when working 
with writing; instead each professor tries to see what his/her students have difficulties with, 
and subsequently he will look for solutions based specifically on every student’s needs. 
That is why at the end of this study some recommendations are given in order to improve 
the writing difficulties Composition II students, semester I-2018 presented.  
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I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 
The writing skill difficulty is one of the most significant problems that affect not 
only native English speakers, but also students around the world that are learning English 
as a foreign language.  
 
  Many students have learned to disguise their deficiencies of reading and writing. 
Therefore, it is hard for teachers to identify the student´s weaknesses until it is required to 
present handwritten documents or take exams. Then writing deficiencies are obvious. Thus, 
it is important for teachers to pay attention and put into practice several writing techniques, 
so students can avoid difficulties and complications at the moment of writing essays or 
report papers.  
 
  Due to the requirements that academic writing demands to students when delivering 
an English composition at the Foreign Language Department, it was necessary to carry out 
an investigation showing whether or not students had strong difficulties for writing reports, 
essays and other types of documents, or the skills that they are able to apply when asked for 
compositions. On the opposite, good writing requires practice and appropriate feedback; 
which teachers must never de-emphasize and give more indicators of students‟ failures and 
strategies and making teachers‟ feedback easier on the composition field.  
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A.      OBJECTIVES 
 
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 
To find out several writing difficulties English Composition II students have at the 
moment of composing a text in the Foreign Language Department of the University of El 
Salvador. 
 
 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:  
- To identify weaknesses that students from Composition II have at the moment of 
writing ideas. 
- To describe the difficulties that students from English Composition II present when 
applying techniques during the writing process.  
- To present diverse writing strategies those teachers can implement in the classroom 
in order to increase the students´ writing skills. 
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B.      RESEARCH QUESTION 
 
What are the main writing difficulties that affect the performance of the English 
Composition II students at the University of El Salvador?  
 
 1.  GENERAL QUESTION 
What are the main writing difficulties that affect the performance of the English 
Composition II students at the University of El Salvador?  
 
2.  RELATED QUESTIONS  
 
1. Do writing difficulties of English Composition II students depend on the quality of the 
techniques that teachers apply?  
 
2. Do writing difficulties of English Composition II students depend on the strategies they 
apply when writing?  
 
3. Is it useful for the students to have previous knowledge in writing for the composition 
requirements at the University?  
 
4. Are the methods that teachers apply the most appropriate to the level of knowledge of the 
English Composition II students?  
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C.       RATIONALE 
 
 The following research illustrates the possible problems and situations that students 
from Composition II, of the English Major (Teaching Option) might have when writing 
paragraphs, essays, reports, and other documents in the subject of Composition II. 
 The main problem is that students do not understand some topics and other topics 
are not clear enough, or the methods, techniques or strategies that teachers apply during the 
classes are not very helpful at the time of writing an academic essay. Therefore, it was 
indispensable to gather all the information regarding the difficulties that students go 
through when it is required to apply writing skills. In this manner, it is important to suggest 
some recommendations to all English Composition teachers in order to improve the 
learning process of the English Composition II students and help them to understand 
The importance of this research relies on the following facts:  
1. To improve teaching techniques and strategies.  
2. To improve student´s writing quality.  
3. To establish a previous knowledge on both teachers and students for a better 
performance when writing.  
4. To design a new study plan for the major offered by the FLD in which English 
Composition II should be given an appropriate status.  
5. To develop FLD student´s learning strategies through writing exercises, and this 
cannot be attained in English Composition classes if the students do not possess the 
level for those exercises.  
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D.      DELIMITATION 
 
This investigation project was divided according to the following delimitations: 
 
Time: The investigation was developed from February to July 2018.  
 
Place: The research project took place at the Foreign Language Department of the 
University of El Salvador, Main Campus.  
 
Scope: It was to identify the main writing difficulties that students from Composition II, 
Semester I-2018 have at the moment of writing essays in order to give recommendations. 
  
Model: The research was studied under both methods (qualitative and quantitative 
methods.) 
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II.      THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
Since early times, human beings have felt the necessity for writing, but the need to 
share and preserve their knowledge and culture encouraged them to create rustic written 
texts that were going to be read and improved by future generations (B. C.) But there was 
not any writing system to record them during that time. Later on, written communication 
consisted on coding symbols and letters, appearing in this way the first mode of recording. 
There was a need to decode those symbols systems. At this point, writing started to become 
essential in human life. For instance, there were found some ancient ways of writing that 
represented communication in many civilizations worldwide. 
 In our country, El Salvador, we do not have the culture of writing a paragraph, texts, 
and letters not of even reading a book, such as magazines, newspapers, literature, and 
scientific articles. Therefore, when we attend to university we do not have any idea about 
how to create good letters or academic essays. Furthermore, at the moment of writing in a 
formal paper, we face some writing difficulties. For example, we are not able to write in a 
correct way a paragraph or an essay because we do not have what it takes. For instance, we 
as students do not have enough vocabulary, spelling, grammar and cohesive knowledge. 
Starting to study at UES, it is like starting a new life. This happens with the students 
of Composition II of the University of El Salvador. In the first years of study students 
struggle with many kinds of problems that affect them as they advance step by step during 
the whole major. That is why students try to motivate themselves doing the best effort to 
write essays. One of the main reasons why the students chose this subject is because the 
previous experience as school students. In the investigation, the researchers could realize 
that students from Composition II, semester I-2018 from the Foreign Language 
Department, in the University of El Salvador, faced many writing difficulties, such us: the 
lack of organization, deficient grammar, and lack of confidence or the habit of not reading. 
Subsequently, the majority of students had trouble organizing ideas, wrong spelling, slow 
thinking and rethinking the simplest writing at the moment of writing a text. 
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When students have deficiencies in these areas, their writing may be unsatisfactory 
in multiple ways, for instance; from grammatically poor and unclear organization to weak 
reasoning and arguments. Also, it is important to know if students have deficient reading 
implicate to write badly, for that reason it is necessary to read more so as to improve and 
write in a better way. 
Therefore, when students have to present their works in front of the class; the rest of 
their classmates do not understand what the other students wanted to communicate in their 
paragraphs or essays. Moreover, at this level, students are asked to write texts individually, 
and cooperative learning and peer-assessment strategies take place. Thus, the previous 
writing strategies are applied to corroborate if they are writing on the one hand, good 
essays, or on the other hand, too long or boring texts. Also, students are asked to make a 
review of their own work identifying each other´s writing difficulties so as to improve their 
writing skill. 
For those reasons, this research intends to determine the writing difficulties and the 
writing strategies that will be applied by professors for the improvement of students of 
composition II by developing good writing skills at the Foreign Language Department of 
the University of El Salvador. Therefore, this is one of the main reasons why this research 
is focused on writing as one of the most important skills to compose an essay or a 
composition. 
In addition, teaching writing provides opportunities for students to develop clear 
thinking skills and at the same time it promotes the need for good communication skills. 
However, English composition II professors from the Foreign Language Department 
mentioned that is not easy for the students to develop the writing skill ad equating their 
knowledge with the type of writing when they are asked to write to something and that 
students do not show that much interest that it is needed to increase the students’ interest 
for writing.  According to these writing professors from the FLD, most of the students find 
difficult to get rid of thinking in their mother tongue when writing in English. So, it is not 
easy for them to put their thoughts into English written words. Besides that, it is hard for 
students to focus their ideas and thoughts on a single topic. Also, it has a result of poor-
construction paragraphs or essay. Then, it is necessary to find out what are the problems 
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that students need to overcome to improve their writing skill. Despite the strategies 
professors use to encourage their students to be creative and organized, this it is not 
enough, because students must take into account many mechanics aspects at the time of 
writing, such as: vocabulary, grammar, and organization without leaving out of 
consideration every single detail related to the field of composition. To continue, another 
problem is that Composition II students do not care about the kind of essays they are 
creating, and they do not follow the correct steps that will provide the easiness and all the 
sources needed for creating compositions. Even though they just care about the grade they 
will receive at the end of a homework assignment. 
The problems that students face today in the development of the Composition II 
subject, is that learners have to maintain effective strategies that will impact on the 
performance of not well-prepared students. Also, the learning of these writing strategies 
will change context of the reality adding the diverse expectations getting better results 
about the characteristics and attitudes that each one have to maintain. On the other hand, in 
the case of the professors, they need to teach strategies to expect or maintain high grades in 
their students’ performance. 
There are several aspects that we as researches will take into account in this research 
work and they are the following: 
Bad Spelling: 
It is difficult to see mistakes in their own work. But the students can easily spot a 
mistake in someone else’s document at first glance. A single spelling error can cut the 
thread of an interpretation when making a composition. Also, it is very important to 
recognize and identify that a little error can seriously impact your message, as well as your 
level of credibility and professionalism. 
Grammar: 
 If a reader observes several lacks of spelling, punctuation and grammatical errors, 
he has innumerable doubts of the quality of the written product therefore the reader prefer 
to abandon reading because they do not feel the deepest interest to continue reading through 
the points mentioned above. They do not know how to use a comma, period, etc. For that 
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reason it is necessary to take into account that writing a correct way really require knowing 
grammar structures. 
 
On the other hand, punctuation presents an obstacle in writing. Caroll and Wilson 
(1993) illustrate three problems linked to punctuation. The first problem is that punctuation 
rules are not totally exact, punctuation is complex, and it depends on one’s style to 
determine the meaning. The way a student punctuates writing can change the meaning 
completely, because each punctuation mark is a distinctive way of interpreting the meaning. 
Therefore, students need to pay attention to the way they punctuate, which is in most cases 
a problem for them. 
 
Grammatical Problems 
Learners have a number of problems in their attempts to write in the second 
language.  In addition, “as verbs take different forms depending on tense and subjects they 
are used with, they create problems for foreign language writing students” (Tyner, 1987.) 
Similarly, Kharma (1987) in Melese (2007: 12) states that students have problems with 
subject verb agreements, pronoun references, and connectors.  
 
Problems of Sentence Structure  
Sentences reflect various syntactic structures (Reid, 1983). However, incapable 
learners use run-on, incorrect, and fragmented sentences (west 1966, in Tsegaye 2006:16). 
Kharma (1986) states that those students who have the problem of writing good sentences 
structures are unable to produce longer sentences requiring subordination and coordination. 
According to Zamel (1983:22), cohesive devices are crucial in writing. However, the 
linking devices have been found to be problematic for English language students.  
Problem of Word Choice  
A good writing or composition should consist of appropriate and varied range of 
vocabularies used along with proper grammar and varied range of sentence structures 
(Norish, 1983; Alamirew, 2005). According to Reid (1983) in Melese (2007: 13), when the 
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writer practices the choice of vocabulary that would reflect a concern for the reader and the 
purpose of writing, the composition written by the student would become sensible to 
his/her reader. However, writing in a foreign language using the appropriate words in the 
appropriate place is a problem for students. For example, White (1980) states that usually 
students use ‘big words’ in their essays to impress the reader, their teacher. The effort to 
impress the reader leads to a problem of diction.  
Cognitive Problems  
The cognitive problems that students face include problems of punctuation, 
capitalization, spelling, content, and organization.  
a. Punctuation Problems  
According to Byrne (1988: 16), the fact that punctuation has never been standard to 
the extent as spelling, makes it is problematic. Similarly, Carrol and Wilson (1995: 191) 
state "students' writing encounter punctuation problems as there are no universal rules of 
punctuation."  
b. Capitalization Problems  
Capital letters are useful for sentence initials, the beginning of important words, in 
topics, headings, etc (Kroll, 1991). However, learners have problems in using capitalization 
properly. There are reasons for students’ problems in using proper capitalization. “The rules 
of capitalization are not universal and classifying nouns as proper and common nouns is 
difficult for students” (Gowere et al,. 1995)  
c. Spelling Problem  
Due to the influence of other languages, variant pronunciations and other historical 
reasons, the English spelling system which has become inconsistent is complex for students 
(Gowere et al, 1995.) 
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d. Content Problem 
 International Journal of English Language Teaching Vol.3, No.3, pp.40-52, May 
2015 Published by European Centre for Research Training and Development UK 
(www.eajournals.org)  
Learners of English as foreign language face problems of exploring ideas and 
thought to communicate with others (Clifford, 1987). According to Leki (1991) this could 
be because of the traditional methods teachers use to teach writing for spelling, 
punctuation, and mastering grammar. Clifford (1987) suggests that teachers should 
encourage students to focus on the message, ideas or thoughts they wish to convey rather 
than grammar, spelling, punctuation and others.  
e. Problem Organization  
According to Kharma (1986), learners have the problem of structuring the 
paragraph, topic development of a paragraph, structuring the whole discourse and a theme 
in a discourse. “The most common students’ problem in paragraphing is either the 
paragraph is not limited to a single topic or the single topic is not developed or exemplified 
adequately” (West, 1966: in Tsegay 2006: 17). Raimes (1983) states that the other problem 
of organization in student’ writing is the difficulty of differentiating a topic and supporting 
ideas or generalizations and specific details. Pincas (1982) has also showed that learners 
have the problems of writing united paragraphs because of their failure to use cohesive 
devices appropriately. 
 f. Lack of Motivation  
Actually, motivation is essential in every needed success. As far as language 
learning is concerned, two (02) essential questions are raised; why do students show low 
motivation to write in the foreign language? And how to raise their motivation to write?. In 
hope to answer these two questions, Harmer (2006a) claims that there are various factors 
that prevent them from writing. First, fear of failure, that is, fear of not being able to 
achieve their goals especially in contexts where they are asked to reflect their knowledge 
about the language and their abilities in putting this knowledge in different frameworks. 
Second, the fear from committing mistakes is another factor that prohibits them from 
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writing. In this sense, EFL students feel uncomfortable over the structure of the essay or 
any piece of writing that they are intended to follow. Therefore, failure comes to play. 
 
Thirdly, there are some learners who are uncertain to show their productions; they 
shadow their weaknesses and convince themselves not to carry on writing as they feel a 
beforehand failure. In order to decrease this, EFL professors are invited to bring relaxed 
topics to make their learners feel at ease to voice their thought, Dornyei (2005).  
 g. Anxiety 
Anxiety is another issue among these learners as it most of the time engenders to 
negative attitudes towards the writing into the target language. Hence, instructors need to 
establish what is called “writing habit” among these students. 
 
Influence of the First Language on Target Language Writing  
 
 
In addition to the lack of reading among EFL students, they still encounter another 
obstacle that hinders them from writing. In this respect, almost all students mention in the 
construction phase, Arabic is activated in their minds instead of thinking in the target 
language. Such a fact has inspired some researchers to investigate this dilemma. Thought 
EFL teachers do insist the need for EFL students to think and write in English, their 
students sometimes deviate from such a call. In this regard, an investigation done by 
Frieddlander‟s (1997, p. 109) shows that “writers will transfer writing abilities and 
strategies, whether good or deficient, from their first language to their second, or third 
language”. Another view has been voiced by Carson, Carell, Silberstein, Kroll and Kuehan 
(1990) who points out that it is not necessary for EFL learners to be good in the first 
language to be so in the second or the foreign language. However, as mentioned by 
Blanchard and Root (2004, p. 204) “writing remains a difficult skill to acquire and each 
language has its own writing conventions that the writer needs to learn them without 
interfering with other language or languages”. The section that follows attempts to provide 
overtly the sample selected for the study, with the identification of the research instruments 
to see what results are to be obtained. 
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Subsequently with the purpose of dealing with the several writing difficulties that 
affect English Composition II students, semester I-2018 from the FLD at the University of 
El Salvador a variety of writing strategies are recommended in order to improve students´ 
writing abilities and the way they perceive the matter of composing a text. 
Students that learn English as foreign language face problems of exploring ideas 
and thought to communicate with others (Clifford, 1987). According to Leki (1991) this 
could be because of the traditional methods teachers use to teach writing for spelling, 
punctuation, and mastering grammar. Clifford (1987) suggests that teachers should 
encourage students to focus on the message, ideas or thoughts they wish to convey rather 
than grammar, spelling, punctuation and others.  
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WRITING Strategy  Modeled Writing 
 
 
Overview of the strategy 
The professor demonstrates the act of writing by thinking aloud as text is composed 
in front of students. This allows students to hear the thinking that accompanies the writing 
process, such as choice of topic, how to begin the piece, and how to look for interesting 
vocabulary. Modeled writing also includes revising and editing what has been written. 
Strategy procedure 
1. Choose a text to compose. The text should serve a well-defined purpose and should be 
aimed at a particular audience, e.g., instructions for a student assignment or an 
invitation to a school open house for parents. Modeled writing may be used to introduce 
students to new writing skills and genres. 
 
2. On an overhead projector, a board, or chart paper, compose a meaningful, coherent 
message for the chosen audience and purpose, showing students how to think aloud 
about actions and choices in writing. As you write, demonstrate: 
 The correct use of grammar, capitalization, punctuation, and print directionality 
 Spelling strategies 
 The connection between spelling and phonics 
 Rereading as a process to help students remember what they are writing about. 
 
3. Choose another audience and purpose, and ask students to compose another text, using 
the strategies you have modeled. 
 
Source 
D. H. Graves, A Fresh Look at Writing (Portsmouth, N.H.: Heinemann, 1994.) 
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WRITING Strategy  Interactive Writing 
 
 
Overview of the strategy 
The professor and students interact to compose a text. The teacher shares with the 
students, at strategic points, the actual writing of letters and words. The professor and 
students collaborate on the content of the text. They should work together to construct 
words through the analysis of sound, helping students to increase their letter knowledge and 
gain familiarity with many sight words. Interactive writing encourages students to search, 
check, and confirm during the writing process. 
 
Strategy procedure 
1. Demonstrate how to begin writing. Ask students to provide ideas and help you plan the 
text. Decisions about content and organization should be made jointly between yourself 
and the students. 
2. Record class ideas in a format that all can see. 
3. Collaborating with the students, compose the text.  Have students participate in the 
writing at strategic points by asking individuals to write known letters, words, or 
phrases. Move students to independence by not doing for them what they can do for 
themselves. 
4. As you compose, demonstrate the conventions of writing (capitalization, punctuation, 
spelling, and print directionality), and reinforce students’ phonemic awareness and 
application of phonetic principles. Make connections between unknown words and 
known words, such as student names or words that generalize a spelling pattern. 
5. When you have finished drafting the text, have students read and reread the 
composition with you, editing for clarity, completeness, and correctness. 
Source 
McCarrier, G. S. Pinnell, and I C. Fountas, Interactive Writing: How Language and 
 Literacy Come Together: K-2 (Portsmouth, N.H.: Heinemann, 2000.) 
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WRITING Strategy  Guided Writing 
 
Overview of the strategy 
The teacher works with individual students or a small group of students who have 
similar needs and offers assistance as the students write. This activity provides focused 
writing instruction to students to enable them to become independent writers. 
 
Strategy procedure 
1. Choose a writing assignment for a particular purpose and audience, and discuss it with 
the students. Explain that they will be writing individual texts but working in small 
groups, using a variety of resources, including the word wall, dictionaries, and 
thesauruses. Explain that they will read and respond to the writing of their groups and 
that you will be available to give guidance. 
2. Divide students into small groups according to writing ability and needs. Ask them to 
begin composing. 
3. Circulate around the room, prompting, coaching, and guiding students through the 
writing process.  Encourage students to use the available resources, and prompt them 
with open-ended questions. Encourage, accept, and expect approximations of spellings 
for new and unusual words. Expect conventional spelling of grade-appropriate words. 
4. When students have finished composing, ask them to share what they have written with 
the other students in their groups.  Readers should respond, making suggestions for 
revision in areas such as organization, word choice, spelling, and punctuation. 
5. When everyone has shared his or her writing, have students incorporate suggestions and 
corrections as necessary. 
 
Source 
P.M. Cunningham and R.L. Allington, Classrooms That Work: They Can All Read and 
 Write, 2nd ed. (Reading, MA: Addison Wesley Longman, 1999.) 
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WRITING Strategy  Posting the Writing Process 
 
Overview of the strategy 
As students begin to write, it is important to explain to them that writing is a process 
used by all authors, even their favorite children’s book authors. Students, too, will use this 
process to share their thoughts through stories, letters, narratives, poems, and a variety of 
other writing genres. As the students learn the stages of writing – prewriting, drafting, 
revising, editing, and sharing with others, they can apply them to their own writing 
processes. Posting the stages of writing in a conspicuous place in your classroom will 
emphasize the value of this strategic process, and by learning the process, students may 
appreciate the purpose of writing and value their own writing and the writing of others. 
Strategy procedure 
1. Make a poster representing the steps of the writing process, and post it in a prominent 
place in the classroom. (For an example, see A Sample Writing Process, next page.) 
2. Preview the writing process, and demonstrate each part, using brief, focused writing 
lessons. 
3. Refer to and review each component of the writing process as needed until the students 
are comfortable with the process and know it. 
4. Ask students to begin using the stages of the writing process in their own writing. 
5. Support the students as writers by referring them back to the writing process poster. Ask 
pointed questions about their writing, referring often to the writing process.  
6. Talk the “talk of writers” with students, using terms such as topic, author, drafts, 
revising, thinking, brainstorming, picturing, describing, and audience. Using the terms 
helps students think, speak, and work like writers. They will come to think of 
themselves as authors if you treat them as such.  
Source 
L. Schaefer, Teaching Young Writers: Strategies that Work, Grades K-2 (New York: 
 Scholastic, 2001.) 
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WRITING Strategy  Brainstorming Topics for Writing 
 
 
 
Overview of the strategy 
The teacher guides the students as they brainstorm topics for writing. The teacher 
records the topics and the students’ names on chart paper, and the list is kept on display in 
the classroom so that students can refer to it when they need help thinking of a writing 
topic. This strategy works well as an introduction to the writing process for any grade level.  
 
Strategy procedure 
1. Think aloud two come up with two or three topics, such as “Pets,” “My Mother,” or 
“My Little Brother.” Write these on the chart paper. 
2. Have students think of topics with which they are familiar, and ask them to take turns 
naming the topics. 
3. Record each topic and the student’s name on chart paper. Ask students to contribute 
some of the known letters or words of the topics as you transcribe them. 
4. Display the list of topics in the classroom. Title the list “Ideas for Writing; Topics I Can 
Write About.” 
5. Read the list of topics to review for the students. 
6. Encourage the students to add to this list throughout the school year. 
Provide each student with his or her own topic sheet to compose a personal list of topics for 
writing. (A sample topic sheet is provided on the next page.) 
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WRITING Strategy  Using Strong Action Words to Spark Interest 
 
Overview of the strategy 
Young students tend to use weak or overused verbs in their stories. The professor 
assists the class in creating a list of strong verbs that is displayed in the classroom and to 
which more verbs are added over time. The professor models writing using a weak verb and 
then substitutes the stronger verb to demonstrate how it can spark the reader’s interest and 
clarify the meaning of the story. Students then use the list in their own writing. 
Strategy procedure 
1. Use explicit teaching to point out action-packed verbs used in a children’s book. 
Discuss how this use of strong, precise verbs in writing clarifies meaning. Help the 
students understand that the stronger action words add interest to the writing and the 
use of just the right verb describes exactly the action that is taking place. 
2. Lead the class in creating a list of strong verbs that students can use in their writing. 
3. Display the list of words in the classroom. 
4. Write sentences, using weak verbs; model revision of the same sentences, using 
stronger verbs from the list. 
5. Collaborate with the students to record and add strong verbs to the list. Ask students to 
think of words that are more precise than ran, said, or jumped. For example: darted or 
galloped for ran; explained or replied for said; and leaped or dove for jumped. Older 
students can create their own list of words. 
6. Demonstrate using the list of action words during prewriting, writing, and revising. 
7. Ask students to use the list during planning, writing, and revising a piece of writing. 
 
Source 
N. Atwell, In the Middle: New Understandings about Writing, Reading, and Learning, 
  2nd Edition. (Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Heinemann1998.) 
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WRITING Strategy  Combining Sentences 
 
Overview of the strategy 
Students tend to write short simple sentences because they are safe. When they 
write longer sentences, they risk the danger of writing run-on sentences. Teaching sentence 
combining gives students greater control over sentence variation. 
Strategy procedure 
1. Share a paragraph that consists of only simple sentences. (You may have to create this.) 
Have students describe what they think of the paragraph and its downfalls. 
2. Have students suggest which sentences should be combined and how that can be done. 
As a class, write a revised paragraph. 
3. Teach students the coordinate conjunctions. They should memorize these. The acronym 
FAN BOYS (for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so) can be used to do this. These are coordinate 
conjunctions because they are used to join two sentences (two independent clauses) of 
equal importance. Writing the compound sentence on a see-saw that is level can 
demonstrate this. The comma and conjunction are placed at the fulcrum point. 
 
                                           I like French fries, and I like pizza.     
 
4. If combining sentences that are not of equal importance, a subordinate conjunction is 
used. The subordinate phrase is of less importance. Writing the sentence on a tipped 
see-saw can demonstrate this. 
5. Students can begin to generate lists of subordinate conjunctions. There are too many to 
memorize, but common ones should be noted. 
Source 
G.R. Mushula, Writing Workshop Survival Kit (West Nyack, New York: The Center for 
    Applied Research in Education, 1993.) 
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WRITING Strategy  Finding Misspellings 
 
Overview of the strategy 
Students will learn strategies to identify possible misspelled words. 
Strategy procedure 
1. Provide instruction in and opportunities for students to practice the following strategies: 
 Moving your mouth. Students move their mouths as they silently read their papers. 
This technique activates a different portion of the brain than that used when 
students read silently without moving their mouths. When reading silently, the brain 
is more apt to correct misspellings unconsciously. By activating the mouth, the 
brain is not fooled into making unconscious corrections. Students should circle all 
questionable spellings.  
 Reading it backwards. Students read their paper backwards, word by word. This 
strategy helps the eye become more discerning of each word’s spelling. 
 Knowing your demons. Everyone has certain words he or she struggles to 
remember how to spell. Students should be aware of their “demons” and have a 
strategy for overcoming them. For example, necessary is often a demon because 
students find it difficult to remember the order of the c and the s and which one is 
double. A helpful strategy is to remember that the c and the s are in alphabetical 
order and that the first one is single and the second is doubled — i.e., 1, 2. Known 
“demon” words should always be checked until the spellings are memorized. 
Students should be persuaded that avoiding the use of a demon word is not a 
legitimate strategy.  
 Using a spelling buddy. After a student has checked his or her paper, a spelling 
buddy can be asked to circle words he or she thinks are misspelled, but not to 
correct the spellings. The circling indicates only that the words need to be checked, 
as they may or may not be spelled correctly. 
Source 
Irene C. Fontas and Gay Su Pinnell, Guiding Readers and Writers: Grades 3-6 
 (Portsmouth,  N.H.: Heinemann, 2001.) 
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WRITING Strategy  Putting in Punctuation 
 
Overview of the strategy 
Emergent and beginning writers need direct instruction in learning to punctuate their 
writing. The best way to learn this skill is by using the students’ own writing. This strategy 
helps writers take a second look at a piece of writing to determine if all of the punctuation 
is in place and the ways in which punctuation enhances meaning. This strategy works best 
if the teacher has previously modeled appropriate types of punctuation through Morning 
Messages or other writing. 
 
Strategy procedure 
1. Select a piece of student writing that needs punctuation, and transfer it to a 
transparency. Ask the student if you may share his or her writing with the class. 
2. Gather the students around the overhead projector. Invite the student who wrote the 
piece to read it to the class. 
3. Ask the students to pay close attention to where the student’s voice pauses or stops in 
reading. Point out to the students that this is probably a place where punctuation is 
needed. 
4. Ask the students for suggestions to correctly punctuate the sentences. Assist the student 
to place the appropriate punctuation behind the sentences. 
5. Ask the students to reread the story with the correct punctuation. Discuss with the 
students how punctuation assists the reader in understanding the meaning of the writing. 
6. Encourage the students to reread a piece of writing that needs editing for punctuation. 
Instruct them to listen to where their voice pauses or stops to determine where 
punctuation needs to be placed. 
7. Alternatively, place the students in small editing groups to listen to each other’s writing 
and assist each other in editing for punctuation. 
Source 
L. Dorn and C. Soffos, Scaffolding Young Writers: A Writers’ Workshop Approach  
  (Portland, Maine: Stenhouse Publishers, 2001.) 
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WRITING Strategy  Capitalization: A Way to Begin a Sentence 
 
 
Overview of the strategy 
In order for young writers to understand capitalization, they need to understand that 
a sentence is a complete thought and that punctuation comes at the end of the sentence. 
Examples of this are everywhere. The professor can share examples from books, 
newspapers, etc. and place an example on a transparency. In doing this, the professor 
prepares the students to observe that capital letters begin a sentence. 
 
Strategy procedure 
1. Copy a section of a book onto a transparency to demonstrate complete sentences. Show 
the students where the sentence ends with the punctuation marks. Guide the students to 
see that each sentence begins with a capital letter. Circle or underline the capital letters 
that begin each sentence. 
2. Use a piece of student writing that has been previously edited for punctuation and needs 
to be edited for capitalization. Read the piece of writing with the class. Show them how 
to edit for capitalization by drawing three lines under the letter that begins each 
sentence. Explain that these lines will remind them to go back and edit for capitalization 
in their final draft. 
3. Have the students apply this strategy to another piece of writing that has been edited for 
punctuation. Place the students in small groups to assist each other in editing for 
capitalization. 
 
Source 
L. Dorn and C. Soffos, Scaffolding Young Writers: A Writers’ Workshop Approach    
      (Portland, Maine: Stenhouse Publishers, 2001.) 
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III.      RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
 A. Purpose of the study 
 The research team developed a descriptive research. Descriptive studies allow us to detail 
situations and events that is to say, how a particular phenomenon is and how it manifests and 
seeks to specify important properties of people, groups, communities or any other phenomenon 
that is subject to analysis. 
        The reason why the researchers decided to conduct a descriptive research was because the 
team looked for describing the problem selected and to provide an explanation about the 
phenomena. This study allowed the team to identify the problem, describe it and suggest some 
solutions.  
 
 B.   Descriptive Study 
        The research team chose this method of investigation because the target of this research 
was to describe some of the different problems students have when writing compositions in 
English as well as to determine and analyze the techniques that teachers use when teaching 
English Composition.  
 
C.  Purposive sampling 
The team applied this sampling technique because it allowed the researchers to study the 
entire population. It means that the whole universe was studied under this technique according 
to the stated objectives.  
 
 D.  Data collection techniques  
1.    Interview  
The group used the face to face and written interview as an instrument for collecting 
data from 4 professors of English Composition II. The research team chose the interview as an 
instrument to collect data because it was necessary to get as many information and details in 
relation with the difficulties that students have when applied writing, problems that professors 
have to face when teaching writing skills, and possible solutions for these problems. 
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2. Survey  
The research team selected the survey as the instrument for collecting information 
from the students; it was addressed to the groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 of English Composition II in 
the first semester of 2018. A sample of 18 Students of 22 Students that enrolled for English 
Composition II was selected to fill-in the survey. 
3. Content Analysis  
This research technique was applied for examining the results of the instruments 
addressed to students and teachers. The technique was selected due to the fact that through 
this research it was necessary to analyze in a profound way the content collected from the 
data which made easier the process to understand the way students and teachers exhibit the 
difficulties at the moment of putting in to practice the skills taught in English Composition 
II course. 
 DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
1.  STUDY POPULATION SAMPLING 
The participants were Students of Composition II major form the First Semester 
from FLD, besides that, it was important to interview four professors that impart the same 
subject from FLD from University of El Salvador counting with 74 students in total. The 
population studied had the following characteristics: Salvadoran and they were chosen in a 
real work-day environment. Half of the interviewed educators have a permanent job at the 
University of El Salvador and the rest of educators have not permanent job; there was no 
restriction to talk with them. Researchers took the sample of the four professors they were 
very interested and available at the time were interviewed, without prior notice; all of them 
had the same chance to be approached. 
Considering that each professor has a different opinion, it was necessary to 
interview them individually to obtain better results for the investigation, it does not matter 
about age, experience or gender only the interest of writing correctly and leave aside the 
difficulties students have at the moment of doing it and what are the contributions to this 
research. 
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2. SAMPLE SELECTION CRITERIA 
A questionnaire was administered to 22 students of the four groups of Composition II of 
the University of El Salvador semester I from FLD’s major, they were all visited at their 
classrooms and had to answer fourteen multiple choice questions, the responses are according 
to the referring topic, additionally, the students had to include their own  previous experience. 
Furthermore, eventually the team included some comments associated to the fourteen questions 
this helps to write their personal thinking about English Composition II. All surveys were made 
in a real work-day environment that made the process easy an eventually conformable for 
participants.  
3.     DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH TECHNIQUE (INTERVIEW) 
This investigation used the technique of the person to person interview. What kind of 
interview? Before getting immerged in this subject of interest, it is fundamental to remark that 
perhaps not all of us might know there are three different formats of interviews (structured, 
semi-structured and unstructured) but this time we have chosen the unstructured interview 
which includes open-ended as type of questions. A total of 14 questions were administered to 
four English Composition II professors (all the groups) at the Foreign Language Department of 
the University of El Salvador; some of them were visited at their offices and other at their 
classrooms and were asked with 14 open-ended questions about their experience in the 
University environment.  
4.      DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH INSTRUMENT (QUESTIONNAIRE) 
The questionnaire as the research instrument it is a commonly used matter of 
interest. There are many different types of surveys, several ways to administer them, so it is 
necessary to mention that the two most common types of survey questions are closed-ended 
questions and open-ended questions, but this time we have already paid attention to the survey 
design. Thus, we will focus exactly on close-ended questions. Why? Because, Survey 
respondents were provided with 15 closed-ended questions and the possible response 
categories, that is to say, letter (A), (B), (C), or/and (D)) then Composition II students were 
asked to circle  each question according to their personal criterion. The research conducted to 
the English Composition II students from the Foreign Language Department (100 students) of 
the University of El Salvador, Main Campus.  
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5.  DATA COLLECTION 
The first thing considered in order to collect data was to pilot a set 15 of questions 
with a reduced group of 4 English Composition II professors. Then, the investigation team 
decided to use an unstructured interview face to face with open-ended questions for 
professors in their respective offices with a nice environment and some other times in some 
classrooms since an English Composition II professor was not a permanent professor and 
had no an assigned office in the Foreign Language Department of the University of El 
Salvador. The purpose of the interviewed process was successfully completed. Also, this 
process allowed researchers to have a general idea about the impression professors had 
about the role of Writing difficulties in Composition II from the personal and professional 
from the professors. The piloting procedure provided excellent data, after having looked for 
4 professors the team decided to implement the interview as the instrument of the research 
study. 
The second thing taken into account in order to collect data was to pilot a set of 15 
questions with a considerable group of 100 English Composition II students divided in 4 
groups of approximately 22 students each. Then, we as researchers decided to use the 
questionnaire as another kind of survey but, it is necessary to remark that this time the 
questionnaire included closed-ended questions rather than open-ended questions, which 
were aimed to English Composition II students. The purpose of the interviewed process 
was successfully completed with the worthy cooperation of English Composition II 
students who made this activity possible and let them put into practice and reflect about 
what they have already learned in Composition I and Composition II so far.  
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6. INFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS PLAN 
 
The qualitative data (oral interviews for writing professors of Composition II, 
semester I, 2018) was analyzed throughout description, the most important opinions and 
aspects about writing difficulties will be remarked and emphasized. The interview process 
will take place using the artifact of the cellphone to record the opinions of writing 
professors;  then, the previous opinions will be transcribed in texts which will consequently 
be taken into account firstly for collecting information and letting us as students of English 
Major to know what are the writing difficulties that we are facing in the Foreign Language 
Department for making conclusions and give suggestions at the end of this research. 
 
 The present quantitative data will show some tables and graphs that correspond to 
the information collected in the surveys carried out in students of composition II from taken 
from different groups in the Foreign Language Department at University of El Salvador. 
Each table of information was made with its respective graph to observe the tendency of the 
answers obtained, after an analysis to the results to throw an accurate conclusion of the 
same one 
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IV.       PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS 
QUANTITATIE RESULS 
TABULATIONS AND ANALYSIS 
1. What difficulties do students have to face when writing a paragraph or an 
essay? 
 
 
 
 
In this question we expect to determine the difficulties that students face when 
writing a paragraph or an essay and we observed some strategies that can help in order to 
improve students’ writing performance. 
 The students were asked to feel confident before writing a text but they have 
complexity to find a good topic, in this percentage we obtained 46% of population. Also, 
other percentage of students expressed they have lack of resources, due to this does not 
allow them to contribute better knowledge to this ability and develop a good paragraph or 
essay in this case we obtained 21% of population. As a third point, the  population 
manifested that having a specific plan for writing can help to improve their writing 
performance, in this answer we obtained a 15% and finally and  in the last answer we 
obtained a 18% about fear of failure. Therefore, this  population is aware that the latter 
does not allow them to advance their ideas but they must evaluate the adequacy of this last 
argument to put aside the fear and be able to perform well their writing skills. 
46% 
21% 
15% 
18% 
Difficulties when writing a paragraph or an essay 
Complexity to find a good topic
Lack of sources
Have a specific plan for writing
Fear of failure
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2. Do you know how to effectively use the connectors in a paragraph? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In question number 2 we evaluated how often the population uses connectors 
when writing paragraphs or essays and how effective are for them. 
 
 A 28% answered Yes of 22 of Population, Other 6% says No because in this case 
they do not use connectors but other 64% of population answered A little bit because 
sometimes they use it. Also we have a little percentage of population in this case we 
obtained just 1% answered Not applicable. 
 
 
 
 
 
28% 
7% 64% 
1% 
Effective use of connectors in a paragraph 
Yes
No
A little bit
Not applicable
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3. Which paragraph connectors do you know? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In question number three we asked to the population about which paragraph 
connectors do they know in order  to improve paragraph ´s writing and get better results on 
this. 
 
In this opportunity population expressed that they prefer adding another idea 
because it helps to have greater coherence at the moment of joining a paragraph; here we 
obtained a 31% as a result. But, other group of population manifested that, restating, 
explaining or emphasizing an idea it is very important at the moment to interweave two 
paragraphs o more.  Since this will help to have good sense of fluency and coherence of the 
paragraph, here we obtained 16%. Another point that the population responded was 
showing a condition, this can present an idea  that limits or denies the idea previously 
expressed in this result only obtained 6%.  And with the highest percentage was all of the 
above, for this population all the previews answers have been very well seen because they 
help to obtain the correct way to write a good paragraph, with this last result it was obtained 
47%. 
31% 
16% 
6% 
47% 
Know paragraph connectors 
Add another idea
Restate, explain or emphasize
an idea
Show a condition
All of the above
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4. Do you know the difference between a topic sentence and the supporting 
sentences? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To know a little bit more about the knowledge of the population, we asked which is the 
difference between a topic sentence and a supporting sentence, the participants concluded 
to know more about the difference a 76% answered Yes, but only a 8% responded NO.  In 
this case, population expressed they do not know about the difference between a topic 
sentence and the supporting sentences. On the other hand, a 16% said they know a little 
bit, and a 0% was not applicable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
76% 
8% 
16% 
0% 
Difference between topic sentence  and the supporting sentences 
Yes
No
A little bit
Not applicable
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5. What are the main skills that help students to design stories and essays 
demonstrating an advanced writing process? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The main skills that help students to design stories and essays demostrating an 
advanced writing process. 
 
Among the surveyed population it was found that the 14% of population mentioned that 
grammar and punctuation helped to design good stories and essays, followed by a 7% in 
spelling, with a 9% getting higher score on organization. But most of the respondents as 
shown in the graph obtained a 70% with the answer all of the above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14% 
7% 
9% 
70% 
Skills that help to design stories and essays 
Grammar and punctuation
Spelling
Organization
All of the above
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6. Which of the following forms of writing do you think allow students to have a 
good performance in the writing of a paragraph or essays? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Among the surveyed population it was found that the 12% is more focused on feelings, 
another group expressed that ideas are more important than feelings which was added to 
21%. Besides that there is a third percentage that affirmed that a good organization allows 
students to have a good performance in writing paragraphs or essays in this result it was 
obtained a 43%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12% 
21% 
43% 
24% 
Forms of writing that allow students to have a good performance in 
writing paragraphs or essays 
Feelings
Ideas
Organization
All of the above
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7. What do you think teachers have to do in order to help students to develop 
better writing skills? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To teach proper strategies 11 18% 
To make writing activities in the 
classroom 
20 33% 
A and B are correct 28 47% 
None 1 2% 
 
 
According to this statistics population believes that to teach proper strategies it is 
necessary to guide students in the correct writing of words to obtain better results, in this 
percentage we obtained 18%. Also, another part of the population took into account that 
making writing activities in the classroom, it is pretty important to create more ideas to 
improve their writing skill, to this it is added a 33%. Additional to this, we verified other 
47% thinks that “A” and “B” are correct and finally other 2% think that none. 
 
 
 
18% 
33% 
47% 
2% 
What teachers have to do to help student to develop better writing 
skills 
To teach proper strategies
Make writing activities in the
classroom
A and are correct
None
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8. According to your own experience, what are the cognitive problems that 
students face in the classroom? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Punctuation problems 31 34% 
Use of capital letters 
(Capitalization) 
3 3% 
Spelling 20 22% 
Content and organization 36 40% 
 
In the interpretation of the results obtained, respondents were asked what are the cognitive 
problems that students face in the classroom? a part of the population with 34% took into 
account that punctuation problems are relevant in this kind of skill, because it is an 
important part of good writing. Also, 3% said that the use of capital letter it is less 
important; but necessary to not lose the harmony of what is being written. Also, other group 
said that the use of spelling is the skeleton that holds all the writing, in here we have an 
22%. As a last argument in this question, we have that 40% have given the highest score to 
the Content and the organization because they play the most important role in writing. 
 
35% 
3% 
22% 
40% 
Cognitive problems that students face in the classroom 
Punctuation problems
Use of capital letters
(Capitalization)
Spelling
Contecnt and organizationContent and 
organization 
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9. Which is the step to work on creating a polished piece of writing that will make 
the author proud of? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The population think that having a good planning help to develop  a good  essay.  In this 
opportunity, the result was 49%, followed by Editing with 34% because this involves 
looking at each sentence carefully, and making sure that it is well designed. The third 
percentage with 11% it is Drafting, this prepares to the writer to create the first draft of an 
essay. At the final of this question is evaluated by 6% with the term of the Beginning 
because just a little of percentage agreed because this situation can help guide in the 
beginning of the writing process. 
  
 
 
 
 
49% 
34% 
11% 
6% 
Step to work on polishing a piece of writing 
Planning
Editing
Drafting
Beginning
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10. Do you think having a limited range of vocabulary in one of the major 
difficulties that students from Composition II have to handle when developing 
the writing skill? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Population agreed that having a limited range of vocabulary can difficult the developing of 
the writing skill, in this survey they answer Yes with a 94%. So, a 6% say they disagree, 
because it is difficult for them to have a lot of vocabulary when they develop writing skill. 
Researchers, also added a literal with the answer other in the survey, but they do not 
commented, in this literal it was obtained 0%. 
 
 
 
 
 
Limited range of vocabulary is one of the major difficulties that students 
have when developing a writing skill 
Yes
No
Other94% 
6% 
other 0% 
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11. Which are some of the characteristics of effective writing practices that can be 
applied in the classroom? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The answers provided by the population helped the researchers in a great way to obtain the 
expected results as the first point we have a 34% that expressed a topic sentence and a 
thesis statement can improve an essay´s readability and organization. On the other hand, 
researchers have proper vocabulary, a range of sentences structure, features of clarity 
and right tone and so on; thus, in here the percentage was increased with a 59%, but it 
diminished a 6% with this answer a two paragraph essay, taking into account that, other 
percentage is 0% mentioning, you know when you see it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
35% 
59% 
6% 
Characteristics of effective writing practices 
A topic sentence and a thesis
statement
Proper vocabulary, a range of
sentences structure, features
of clarity and right tone and
so on
A two paragraph essay
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12. What do you think of the efficiency of writing techniques used by professors 
when teaching English Composition II depend on? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this opportunity researchers observed that population it is inclined a 13% with Good 
teaching with modeling writing, and regular opportunities for developing; this means a 
lot to them because they need to learn a lot from the teacher. 16% of the population  think 
that  Effective assessment practices and mechanical aspects of writing are involved, besides 
that another percentage think that A and B are correct increasing to 67%, and finally we 
obtained the last 4% saying writing professor´s attitude it is necessary to maintain a 
good balance between professor and students. 
 
 
 
 
 
13% 
16% 
67% 
4% 
Effective writing techniques used by professors 
Good teaching with modeling
writing and regular
opportunities for developing
Effective assessment
practices and mechanical
aspects of writing are
involved
A and B are correct
Writing professor´s attitude
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13.  In your opinion why students have to be careful in punctuation when writing    
…….compositions? 
  
 
 
 
 
 
In this question it is important to maintain the interest in the  population according to how 
careful they are when writing a composition. 
In this range only 8% told us for giving a good impression about their composition, it was 
increasing as it reached 25%, their answered was For getting a competent composition 
they assure that with this second they more identified, the 15% For engaging readers and 
enhancing students' writing in multiple occasions, and the last participants answered that 
B and C are correct, here we have 52%, this turned out to be the highest percentage of 
course. 
 
 
 
 
 
8% 
25% 
15% 
52% 
Why students have to be careful when writing compositions 
For giving a good impression
For getting a competent
composition
For engaging readers and
enhancing students' writing
in multiple occasions
B and C are correct
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QUALITATIVE RESULTS 
 
 Some professors remarked at the same time that giving feedback to students it is 
very important and necessary because when professors revise the English Composition I 
syllabus they understand that with the previous teachers they have studied some topic that 
will be the support to or basic to teach Composition II.  
 
Also, in the case of the skills that the students have to handle in order to reach the 
competence level in writing they mentioned grammatical competence, critical thinking 
skill, vocabulary skills, reading skills, summary writing skills. 
 Furthermore, related to the difficulties they have identified when students put into 
practice the different writing skills we have Grammar and vocabulary problems. Most of 
the times students do not read and reading is connected to writing. Then in an authentic text 
they can see grammatical structures in context as well as vocabulary terms. 
 
 Which writing strategies do professors think would be the most important to improve the 
level of writing of students and why? 
“In the textbooks: Open Mind and Master Mind there are some exercises to promote 
writing and we can begin in that way.” 
 
At  the moment of mentioning the most effective teaching methods of writing for students in 
order to learn writing correctly professors said: 
“Guide students from the basic, intermediate and advanced levels to develop the 
writing process.” “Yes, it is important to have a prior knowledge. First, they should 
understand what writing is because writing it is a process and sometimes they do not get it, 
they think that writing is like having a product and writing is not a product, writing is a 
process. So, it is important for them to have a previous knowledge about what writing is.”  
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When professors were asked about the role that composition II plays when preparing 
students to do their undergraduate projects, do research papers, and write essays 
professors said:  
 “That is a good question. But as you may know that depending on the teacher you 
know, perspectives would be as different as you think. In my opinion, I think they do help 
but not as much as they should do maybe one of the more important for reasons for that to 
happens is that maybe little practice takes place in the composition classes, you know, that 
would be mean maybe teachers should work harder you know teaching this class, 
evaluating, giving feedback, returning papers. Maybe is not a general talk or something that 
happens generally speaking, but how had I concluded that?”  
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VI.      CONCLUSION 
 
 The purpose of this research is that any student is out of date information in the use of 
the strategies that are mentioned in this research. Further; It is important to mentioning that; 
this research will help the students of Composition II, semester I-2018, so that they can reduce 
the difficulties at the moment of writing their paragraphs, increasing the performance in their 
products; with responsibility, motivation, good grammar and without spelling or punctuation 
errors. “So any student from the Department of Foreign Languages of the University of El 
Salvador will be left without such important information. Most of the teachers are responsible 
about the learning process of the students.  
 
 Therefore, we have an approach related to the teaching of reading. Writing has been 
seen as less important. The current strategies of writing in the university higher education with 
greater focus towards the students of Composition II cycle I-2018 of the University of El 
Salvador need to be improved. Our responsibility as researchers is to guide students to love 
writing through the useful strategies reported here. That, "help ensure that students acquire the 
appropriate mastery in the diversity of skills and applying the strategies mentioned before, so 
that this entails" to be good writers.” 
 
 Thus, It is also important to mention that some of the strategies implemented were 
focused on twenty two students from each of the four groups of English Composition II 
courses; it was planned and executed in order to identify the impact of students and help them 
to improve their level of writing. 
 
 First of all, the results showed that most of them were not conscious of the 
importance of learning skill on writing strategies. So, they welcomed the researchers’ proposal 
of implementing reading strategies explicitly. Moreover, those students supported this research 
enthusiastically and willing to improve their writing skill. Therefore, they participated actively 
during the implementation of these writing strategies, showing in this way their learning 
process. Indeed, these students improved their performance in writing comprehension 
significantly. 
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 In the results of the quantitative and qualitative data analysis, it is shown that, those 
strategies had a positive impact on the Composition II students’ course I-2018, at the end, the 
results obtained indicate that all of the students improved significantly obtaining high scores in 
their essays; Also, they mentioned that some of the strategies helped them to comprehend the 
text in a better way and to be more relaxed and concentrated in their own texts. 
 
 Moreover, we could confirm that having a limited range of vocabulary is one of the 
major difficulties that students from Composition II have to handle when developing their 
writings (94% of Students said agreed that having a limited range of vocabulary can difficult 
the developing of the writing skill); those groups expressed through the survey they were 
influenced by  the lack of knowledge, stress, anxiety, confusion, nervousness, low self- 
confidence, poor reading habits, lack of linguistic knowledge. All those aspects were overcome, 
thanks to the implementation of this research in which were instructed regarding the importance 
and effectiveness of the application, focused in quantitative and qualitative using those writing 
strategies. According to Chamot (Celce & Murcia, 2001), “Strategies need to be controlled 
consciously if learners are to maintain awareness of different learning conditions and select the 
strategy most appropriate for specific tasks”.  
 
 To add, before the implementation of strategies, students did not have knowledge 
about the positive impact that helps in the improvement on writing. Their unawareness 
happened, because most of them saying were not provided with any explicit instruction; in their 
previous English Composition course, they manifested had not received any feedback to give a 
good impression, neither reading comprehension during their last course to develop in a better 
way their paragraphs). Besides that, a 49% of students told through surveys that; if have a good 
planning will help to maintain a great sequence too. Most of the students became aware of the 
importance of applying those strategies in the future in order to reinforce what Compositon II 
students already know and get better grades in their compositions and in their future research 
papers as well. 
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VII.      RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
After having revised the perspectives and opinions position of English Composition II 
students and professors during the semester I-2018, some recommendations about writing 
difficulties are given in order to improve the writing skills of students and at the same time 
improve the way professors explain or teach writing aspects. 
 
To students:  
 English Composition II students must apply the writing techniques emphasized 
from professors in every single class and put them into practice so that they will be 
able to write good, organized, logical, and coherent   essays. 
 English Composition II Students should attend English Composition workshops or 
personalized tutorials in order to enrich their vocabulary and knowledge to better 
organize their ideas at the moment of making a composition about a specific topic.  
 English Composition II students must read their pieces of writing many times or 
make use of peer-assessment  before delivering any composition or essay in order to 
clarify, change or edit their ideas about the message they want to transmit and in this 
way catch the attention of readers. 
 English Composition II students should always work on their assignments about 
composition every day they are asked in order reinforced what they have learned in 
class or learned new things from their own that are not covered in class. 
 Students sometimes must be auto-didactic and look for extra information as the one 
provided in scientific magazines, composition books, or surf the internet for 
tutorials on how to create good paragraphs and essays, understand some definitions 
or terms about writing that are not clear enough. 
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 English Composition II students should always bear in mind and be conscious that 
if they need any assistance in writing they must ask firstly to their classmates to 
encourage not only peer-assessment but also peer learning and second asking  to the 
writing professor who is the more indicated to clarify doubts students might have in 
the Composition class.  
 
To professors:  
 
 English composition professors should arouse Composition II students’ ´interest 
about writing good essays applying the best writing techniques, writing 
conventions, taught by professors. 
 English Composition teachers must provide create a familiar environment in the 
classroom to encourage the teaching-learning process and students can learn in the 
easiest way as they interact with each other every they and compare different points 
of views while learning new concepts of writing of composing a text. 
 Teachers must remark students what is the target to get at the end of the semester 
with such subject and the methodology, time, and the way the subject will be 
developed through the development of the semester.  
 English Composition teachers must make the students to create at least a free 
composition based on whatever kind of literature or paper they want to read so that 
Composition II students can inspire themselves and do their best while writing an 
essay. 
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In order to write good and complete essays or compositions, students of Composition 
II must pay attention to the following academic principles: 
 
10 principles of Academic Writing 
 
1.  Purposes 
 Clear Purpose: 
The goal of your paper is to answer the question you posed as your topic. 
Your question gives you a purpose. The most common purposes in academic writing 
are to persuade, analyze/synthesize, and inform. 
 
 Persuasive purpose: 
In persuasive academic writing, the purpose is to get your readers to adopt 
your answer to the question. So you will choose one answer to your question, 
support your answer using reason and evidence, and try to change the readers’ point 
of view about the topic. Persuasive writing assignments include argumentative and 
position papers. 
 
 Analytical purpose: 
 In analytical academic writing, the purpose is to explain and evaluate 
possible answers to your question, choosing the best answer(s) based on your own 
criteria. Analytical assignments often investigate causes, examine effects, evaluate 
effectiveness, assess ways to solve problems, find the relationships between 
various ideas, or analyze other people’s arguments. The “synthesis” part of the 
purpose comes in when you put together all the parts and come up with your own 
answer to the question. Examples of these assignments include analysis papers 
and critical analyses. 
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 Informative purpose: 
 In informative academic writing, the purpose is to explain possible answers 
to your question, giving the readers new information about your topic. This differs 
from an analytical topic in that you do not push your viewpoint on the readers, but 
rather try to enlarge the readers’ view. 
 
Some assignments will have a pre-determined purpose (see the examples above); 
for other assignments, you will have to choose a purpose when you choose a topic 
(research paper, term paper). And some assignments may have two purposes. In all cases, 
the purpose will be clear at the beginning of your paper, and your paper must achieve its 
purpose in order to be successful. 
2. Audience Engagement: 
As with all writing, academic writing is directed to a specific audience in mind. 
Unless your instructor says otherwise, consider your audience to be fellow students 
with the same level of knowledge as yourself. As students in the field, they are 
interested in your topic, but perhaps not so interested in reading a paper. So you will 
have to engage them with your ideas and catch their interest with your writing style. 
Imagine that they are also skeptical, so that you must use the appropriate reasoning and 
evidence to convince them of your ideas. 
3.  Clear Point of View: 
Academic writing, even that with an informative purpose, is not just a list of facts or 
summaries of sources. Although you will present other people’s ideas and research, the 
goal of your paper is to show what you think about these things. Your paper will have 
and support your own original idea about the topic. This is called the thesis statement, 
and it is your answer to the question. 
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4.  Single Focus: 
 Every paragraph (even every sentence) in your paper will support your thesis 
statement. There will be no unnecessary, irrelevant, unimportant, or contradictory 
information (Your paper will likely include contradictory or alternative points of view, 
but you will respond to and critique them to further strengthen your own point of view). 
5.  Logical Organization: 
Academic writing follows a standard organizational pattern. For academic essays 
and papers, there is an introduction, body, and conclusion. Each paragraph logically 
leads to the next one. 
o The introduction catches the readers’ attention, provides background 
information, and lets the reader know what to expect. It also has the thesis 
statement. 
o The body paragraphs support the thesis statement. Each body paragraph has 
one main point to support the thesis, which is named in a topic sentence. Each 
point is then supported in the paragraph with logical reasoning and evidence. 
 
Each sentence connects to the one before and after it. The readers do not have to work to 
find the connection between ideas. 
o The conclusion summarizes the paper’s thesis and main points and shows the 
reader the significance of the paper’s findings. 
 
6.  Strong Support: 
Each body paragraph will have sufficient and relevant support for the topic sentence 
and thesis statement. This support will consist of facts, examples, description, personal 
experience, and expert opinions and quotations. 
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7.  Clear and Complete Explanations: 
This is very important! As the writer, you need to do all the work for the reader. The 
reader should not have to think hard to understand your ideas, logic, or organization. 
English readers expect everything to be done for them; your thoughts and thought 
processes should be clearly and completely explained. 
8.  Effective Use of Research: 
Your paper should refer to a variety of current, high-quality, professional and 
academic sources. You will use your research to support your own ideas; therefore, it 
must be integrated into your writing and not presented separately. That means that 
source material will be introduced, analyzed, explained, and then cited. Research and 
APA Style Guide 2010 covers this topic in depth. 
      9.  Correct APA Style: 
All academic papers should follow the guidelines of the American Psychological   
Association as found in Research and APA Style Guide 2010, regarding in-text citations, 
the reference list, and format. 
      10.  Writing Style: 
Because this is your work, you should use your own words whenever possible. Do 
not try to write like a boring, overly formal scholarly article. Use the natural conversational 
style that you would use in the classroom. Your writing should be clear, concise, and easy 
to read. It is also very important that there are no grammar, spelling, punctuation, or 
vocabulary mistakes in academic writing. Errors convey to the reader that you do not care. 
And finally, this rule will override all the principles: 
 
ALWAYS FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS OF YOUR INSTRUCTOR: 
Every instructor has a reason for giving you an assignment, and each instructor's 
requirements may differ. Follow your instructor’s directions to get the most from an 
assignment. 
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IX. ANNEXES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ANNEX 1 
 
DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT FOR COMPOSITION II STUDENTS, SEMESTER I-2018 (WRITTEN 
QUESTIONNAIRE): 
 
UNIVERSITY OF EL SALVADOR 
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT 
 
 
 
 
 
Objective: The purpose of this survey is to perform an assessment and analyze the data 
collected. The information provided by the students from the subject of English 
Composition II will bring an approach of the difficulties of reaching the expected level of 
competence in writing. 
 
Instructions: Choose the answer that corresponds to your own experience on the subject. 
Mark the letter (a, b, c, or d) with a ¨circle¨ when applicable. 
Example:   
Can you write in English? 
a) Yes  b) No  c) A little bit  d) Not applicable  
 
1. What difficulties do students have to face when writing a paragraph or an essay? 
(You can select more than one option). 
a) Complexity to find a good topic       b) Lack of resources   
c) To have a specific plan for writing      d) Fear of failure 
 
 
2. Do you know how to effectively use the connectors in a paragraph? 
a) Yes  b) No  c) A little bit  d) Not applicable  
3. Which paragraph connectors do you know? 
a) Add another idea  b) Restate, explain or emphasize an idea  
c) Show a condition  d) All of the above 
 
4. Do you know the difference between a topic sentence and a supporting sentence? 
a) Yes  b) No  c) A little bit  d) Not applicable 
 
5. What are the main skills that help students to design stories and essays 
demonstrating an advanced writing process?  
a)  Grammar and Punctuation  b) Spelling  
c) Organization     d) All of the above  
 
6. Which of the following forms of writing do you think allow students to have a good 
performance in the writing of paragraphs or essays? 
a) Feelings   b) Ideas    c) Organization   d) All of the above 
 
7. In your opinion what do you think teachers have to do in order to help the students 
to develop better writings skills? 
a) To teach proper strategies      b) Make writing activities in the classroom  
c) A and B are correct                d) None 
 
8. According to your own experience, what are the cognitive problems that students 
face in the classroom? (You can select more than one option). 
a) Punctuation problems    b) Use of capital letters Capitalization  
c) Spelling                                                d) Content and organization 
9. Which is the step to work on creating a polished piece of writing that will make the 
author proud of? 
a) Planning  b) Editing c) Drafting  d) Beginning 
 
10. Do you think having a limited range of vocabulary is one of the major difficulties 
that students from Composition II have to handle when developing the writing skill? 
a) Yes  b) No          
Other:____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
11. Which are some of the characteristics of effective writing practices that can be 
applied in the classroom? 
a) A topic sentence and a thesis statement  
b) Proper vocabulary, a range of sentence structure, features of clarity and right tone     
    and  so on   
c) A two-paragraph essay 
d) You know it when you see it  
 
12. What do you think the efficiency of writing techniques used by professors when 
teaching English Composition II depends on? 
a) Good teaching with modeling writing and regular opportunities for developing      
 
b) Effective assessment practices and mechanical aspects of writing are involved   
 
c)  A and B are correct  
 
d) Writing professors´ attitude 
 
 
13. In your opinion why students have to be careful in punctuation when writing 
compositions? 
a) For giving a good impression    
b) For getting a competent composition             
c) For engaging readers and enhancing students ‘writing in multiple occasions.  
d) B and C are correct. 
 
14. Evaluate with a check mark  (✔) or an “X” according to your writing experience  
difficulty in the use of the following writing techniques. 
Technique Very Hard Hard So-So Easy Very Easy 
Guided 
writing 
     
Controlled 
writing 
     
Independent 
writing 
     
Cooperative 
writing 
     
  
15. Evaluate according to your experience the effectiveness of the following writing 
techniques when creating compositions. 
Technique 
Hardly 
effective 
Not 
effective 
So-So Effective 
Very 
effective 
Mapping      
Brainstorming      
Writing 
conferences 
     
Thinking aloud 
when writing 
     
ANNEX 2: 
FACE TO FACE INTERVIEW FOR COMPOSITION II PROFESSORS, SEMESTER I-2018: 
 
 
UNIVERSITY OF EL SALVADOR 
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT 
 
 
 
 
Objective: The purpose of this interview is to perform an assessment and analyze the data 
collected. The information provided by the writing professors from the subject of English 
Composition II will bring an approach of the difficulties of reaching the expected level of 
competence in writing. 
 
Instructions: Answer each question in the way that corresponds to your own experience on 
the subject.  
Questions for English Composition II professors (semi-structured interview) 
1. How would you describe or define an effective composition? 
Proper vocabulary, a range of sentence structure, features of clarity and right tone, 
grammar and punctuation, spelling and organization. 
 
2. According to your own experience in the field of teaching writing, what are the 
major writing problems that students face the most in creating a composition? 
Lack of a previous background? Students do not show interest in writing 
effectively? Learning just for approving the subject composition II?   
 
3. What is the main result or consequences of not teaching the proper writing 
strategies before students create a paragraph or an essay? 
Poor writing, no clarity and right tone, a boring composition. 
4. Could you tell what your reaction is when students say it is difficult or hard to 
create a paragraph or an essay?  
Teach writing strategies, decide to teach basic concept of writing, motivate students 
to read more 
 
5. Can you tell me how students perceive the relation of topic sentence-supporting 
sentences in a paragraph and a thesis statement and a concluding paragraph in 
an essay? 
- General ideas to specific ideas? 
- A more general idea and sub-ideas? 
6.  In your opinion which are the skills that the students have to master in order 
to reach the competence level in writing? 
 
7. Which difficulties have you identified when students have to put into practice 
the different writing skills? 
 
8.  3. In your opinion what is the best teaching methodology to teach the different 
writing skills?  i.e. A combination of theory and practice. 
 
9.  In your opinion what difficulties do teachers have when teaching the subject of 
English Composition II?  i.e. Resources (didactic material, lack of resources, 
students behavior, etc.) 
 
10.  Have you ever experienced a situation in which a student has several 
difficulties to implement writing skills? If not, please tell how would you 
approach this situation and help the student to reach the competence level in 
writing. And if you had experienced that situation, please tell how you solved the 
issue. 
11. Do you think that motivation influences the writing process of students?               
Do you  think that this strategies can help  students to adopt more positive attitudes 
to write and become more motivated in the process of writing? 
 
12. Do you consider that tools of writing can help or impact in the quality of 
students? 
If students are more organized could increase the quality of their products?, If they 
make regular feedbacks and drafts can help them? 
13.  Do you think it is important for students study only composition I and II during    
their University career? 
a) yes     b) not 
 
why? 
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
14. Do you think it is important for students` have previous knowledge of writing? 
Prior knowledge that is activated, sufficient, appropriate, and accurate promotes 
learning? 2-Activated, Sufficient, Appropriate and Accurate are four attributes of students' 
prior knowledge shape the way it impacts 
 
15. Do you think it would be important to propouse some strategies to improve the 
level of writing for students? 
Use outline formats, visuals Highlights the important, make lists. 
Make breaks are forms of how can write in a batter way? 
 
ANNEX 3: 
 
GLOSSARY 
 
1. Brainstorm (v.): To think of ideas (usually quickly) about a topic (often noting 
these down). This is often done as preparation before writing or speaking activity. 
Brainstorming (n), Generating lots of ideas from many individuals. 
 
2. Cooperative learning: Students from varied backgrounds and abilities work 
together in small groups. 
 
3. Complexity: The state or quality of being intricate or complicated ¨an issue of great 
complexity.¨ 
 
4. Effective writing: Effective Writing is writing which has a logical flow of ideas 
and is cohesive. This means it holds together well because there are links between 
sentences and paragraphs.  
 
5. EFL: English as a foreign language. A program to teach English to speakers in a 
non-English speaking setting. 
 
6. Enhance: Intensify, increase, or further improve the quality, value or extend of. 
 
7. Face to face interview: (of two people) close together and facing each other. In 
other words, it is a person to person interview. 
 
8. Fear of failure: Is relatively normal and actually well documented persistent and 
irrational anxiety of failing to complete a certain task or meet a specific standard. 
An example is the Fear of Failing an examination. 
 
9. Feedback: Information about reaction to a product, a person`s performance of a 
task, used as a basis for improvement. 
 
10. Independent learning: is a process involving learners who choose their own 
learning objectives and learning paths according to perceived personal needs, 
aspirations, and preferred modes of learning. Independent learning does not exclude 
the help of a teacher who may guide the process. 
 
11. Independent study:  Studying without a teacher present or without the teacher 
monitoring and directing the learning very closely, e.g. learners could carry out 
research on a topic using reference resources. This could be done at home or with 
minimum involvement of the teacher in class. 
 
12. Interview: Interviews consist of collecting data by asking questions.  Data can be 
collected by listening to individuals, recording, filming their responses, or a 
combination of methods.  
 
13. Portable: Able to be easily carried or moved, especially because of being a lighter 
and smaller version than usual. 
 
14. Prior Knowledge: The knowledge a learner already has about a topic or subject. It 
is the past knowledge a learner brings to a new learning situation 
 
15. Research questionnaire: A questionnaire is a data collection instrument set out of a 
series of questions and other prompts for the purpose of gathering information from 
respondents.  Questions could be: 
• Open format questions that are without a predetermined set of responses. 
 • Closed format questions that take the form of a multiple-choice question.  
The questionnaire was invented by Sir Francis Galton. 
 
 
16. Semi-structured Interview: More or less open-ended questions are brought to the 
interview situation in the form of an interview guide” (Flick, 1998 p. 94).  From the 
beginning the focus is on gaining an understanding based on textual information 
obtained.  Type of question format/structure: 
- Open-ended, yet directed at obtaining particular information (content, topic, 
aspects of theory, etc.) 
- In some cases, closed-ended styles of questions are used. 
 
17. Structured Interview: Normally, structured interviews are done in a face-to-face 
format or via telephone using a standard set of questions to obtain data that can be 
aggregated because identical questions have been asked of each participant. 
 Type of question format/structure: 
o Open-ended. 
o Closed-ended with ordered response choices. 
o Closed-ended with unordered response choices. 
o Partially closed-ended.  
 
18. Survey: Examine and record the area and features of (an area of land) so as to 
construct a map, plan, or description. 
 
 
19. Tone: A musical or vocal sound with reference to its pitch, quality and strength. 
 
 
20. Unstructured interview: Interview without any set format but in which the 
interviewer may have some key questions formulated in advance. Also called non-
directive interview. 
Type of question format/structure: 
- Open-ended – descriptive 
- Reactions to a given situation presented by the researcher. 
 
